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Due to rich heritage, culture, intellectuality and the presence of Sunderbans National Park makes
the Bengal a charismatic place. Sunderban National Park is well known for Royal Bengal Tiger and
so people call this place as Royal Sunderbans. This beautiful wildlife reserve is known for its
associated pristine the delta of sundarbans. People know Sunderban as the worldâ€™s biggest
mangrove forest. Sunderban is rich in biodiversity. The ecosystem of Sunderbans is highly
productive and for this reason it acts as a good nursery of fish. Sunderban is a good source of
timber, honey, food and fish for millions of people.

It is a good tourist destination especially for wild life lovers and nature lovers. A large number of
tourists visit this place every year. In order to accommodate a large number of tourists, there are
numbers of resorts in Sunderbans. Some of the important resorts of Sunderbans are:

Sunderban Tiger Land Resort is famous for offering family environment. This resort offers you a
comfortable atmosphere for the heartiest enjoyment of the tourists. This resort is located in the quiet
and calm atmosphere and offers an opportunity to relax completely for the tourists. Here tourists can
enjoy the facilities of 24 hour reception, laundry services, air conditioned rooms, facilities of
Telephone, first aid and the restaurant which offers several mouth watering dishes to the tourists as
per their taste.

For economical class of people, Hotel Krishna Kung is famous and suitable. It is located very near
to Sunderban national park and thus offers a very good view of surroundings to the tourists. Entire
rooms of this hotel are well furnished and it is equipped with almost all the basic amenities. Here the
tourists will not get the opportunity to enjoy the services of multi channel color TV, services of dry
cleaning and Laundry, air-conditioned rooms and many other luxurious services but economical
class people can enjoy the services and the basic amenities of this hotel.

For nature lovers, Suranajana Holiday Resort is a perfect place. It is located beside the river
Gomos, amidst the scenic island Dayapur. Here you will feel that you have come in a different world
where each and every care is taken effortlessly and each of your dreams is realized. Your stay at
this resort will offer you some memorable moments and you would like to experience those
moments again and again. Here you can enjoy the services of staffs and the mouth watering
delicious dishes of the restaurant.
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